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Decades of research have highlighted the importance of optimal stimulation of cortical dopaminergic receptors, particularly the D1R receptor (D1R), for prefrontal-mediated
cognition. This mechanism is particularly relevant to the
cognitive deficits in schizophrenia, given the abnormalities
in cortical dopamine (DA) neurotransmission and in the expression of D1R. Despite the critical need for D1R-based
therapeutics, many factors have complicated their development and prevented this important therapeutic target from
being adequately interrogated. Challenges include determination of the optimal level of D1R stimulation needed
to improve cognitive performance, especially when D1R
expression levels, affinity states, DA levels, and the resulting D1R occupancy by DA, are not clearly known in
schizophrenia, and may display great interindividual and
intraindividual variability related to cognitive states and
other physiological variables. These directly affect the selection of the level of stimulation necessary to correct the
underlying neurobiology. The optimal mechanism for stimulation is also unknown and could include partial or full
agonism, biased agonism, or positive allosteric modulation.
Furthermore, the development of D1R targeting drugs
has been complicated by complexities in extrapolating
from in vitro affinity determinations to in vivo use. Prior
D1R-targeted drugs have been unsuccessful due to poor
bioavailability, pharmacokinetics, and insufficient target
engagement at tolerable doses. Newer drugs have recently
become available, and these must be tested in the context
of carefully designed paradigms that address methodological challenges. In this paper, we discuss how a better understanding of these challenges has shaped our proposed
experimental design for testing a new D1R/D5R partial
agonist, PF-06412562, renamed CVL-562.
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Dopamine-Dependent Prefrontal Cortical Cognition in
Schizophrenia
Cognitive deficits are major contributors to the loss of
function in patients with schizophrenia (SCZ). While antipsychotic drugs have been largely successful at controlling the positive symptoms of the disorder, we still lack
any therapies for the cognitive deficits. Among these,
prefrontal cortex (PFC)-mediated cognitive deficits, including poor attention, working memory (WM) and executive function represent major challenges, as they predict
poor functioning1–3 (and see Van Snellenberg et al, this
volume). Over the years, hypotheses regarding the pathophysiological basis of these symptoms emphasized
the role of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
and related circuitry4,5 and the role of dopamine (DA).
These studies showed that the high activity-associated
polymorphism (Val allele) of the DA metabolism enzyme catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene6 predicts WM deficits, that patients with drug-induced or
idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) present deficits on
prefrontal cortical tasks7,8 and that monkeys with selective DA lesions in the DLPFC exhibit prefrontal cognitive dysfunction (for reviews, see9,10 and Cho et al, this
volume).
In SCZ, postmortem and in vivo functional studies
suggest alterations in the cytoarchitecture and function
of the PFC (for review, see11). Decreased DA neuron terminals,12 and decreased cerebrospinal fluid homovanillic
acid (HVA), a marker for cortical presynaptic DA
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The Role of Optimal D1R Stimulation in Mediating
Dopamine-Dependent Prefrontal Cortical Cognition
Preclinical studies in rodents and nonhuman primates
(NHPs) have highlighted the role of the D1R in cognition
by showing an inverted U-shaped curve relating spatial
WM performance to D1R stimulation.19–22 Iontophoretic
application of D1R antagonists in the DLPFC impairs
WM performance in monkeys.19 In aged monkeys and
in catecholamine-depleted monkeys, infusion of the full
D1R agonists A77636 and SKF81297 partially reverses
deficits in spatial WM.20,23 Amy Arnsten’s work24,25 clarified the molecular and circuitry basis of this inverted
U by showing that varying degrees of D1R stimulation
have differential effects on the firing of prefrontal cortical
“delay” cells in layer III of the DLPFC. The persistent
firing of these cells during the delay component of a spatial WM task maintains the representation of the object
of interest. In the absence of D1R stimulation, delay cells
exhibit little firing. Low levels of D1R stimulation can
be excitatory, resulting in phosphorylation of NMDA
(N-methyl-d-aspartate) receptors and their trafficking
into the synapse, producing noisy firing. With more optimal stimulation, hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide–gated (HCN) potassium channels located near
D1R on dendritic spines of pyramidal cells open, to suppress irrelevant inputs, while NMDA receptors in the
synaptic membrane maintain and strengthen relevant connections. These combined effects gate out “noise,” sharpening the signal. At higher DA concentrations, as during
stress, excess D1R stimulation causes excessive HCN
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channel opening, nonspecific suppression of delay cell
firing, and impairment of WM. In addition, D1Rs modulate inhibitory interneurons, which can further sharpen
the signal-to-noise ratio in prefrontal cortical function.
Specific models have been proposed to explain how activation of these receptors might play a role in flexibility
and persistent activity needed for adequate cognitive performance26,27 by regulating the balance between excitation
and inhibition in the PFC. Furthermore, these effects are
likely to take place during development and may especially become prominent during the transition to puberty,
by enhancing the activity of GABAergic interneurons, in
addition to stimulating pyramidal cells, a process that is
deficient in certain animal models of SCZ.28,29 Another
effect of D1R stimulation is to reinforce signaling in the
D1R expressing medium spiny neurons or Go pathway
across the cortico-basal ganglia thalamocortical loops.
This facilitation may affect processes across different
functional domains, but the exact effect on symptoms remains speculative at this point.
The Challenges of Targeting Optimal D1R Stimulation
in Schizophrenia
Despite the clinical and preclinical lines of evidence supporting a role for optimal stimulation of D1R by DA for
prefrontal cortical function in SCZ, developing D1Rbased therapeutics has been challenging for many reasons
related to the target as well as the therapeutic intervention. We will discuss these here, starting with the fundamental challenge of interindividual variation in the level
of D1R stimulation. This depends on multiple variables,
including baseline prefrontal DA availability, determined
by levels of storage, release, and clearance, baseline levels
of D1R, their affinity for DA, and resulting occupancy by
DA, their potential interactions with other partners in the
membrane such as NMDA receptors, and other intracellular factors that may affect their trafficking and signaling,
as well as broader indirect effects on the underlying microcircuitry that determine the downstream result of their
stimulation, including availability of D2R and their contribution to the balance of prefrontal cortical firing levels.
Another challenge is the inherent complexity of the dynamics of DA release during cognitive tasks. Reproducing
the dynamic range of stimulation needed for cognitive
performance with a pharmacological intervention is a
challenge. Furthermore, developing safe and brain penetrant D1R drugs that provide the proper amount of target
engagement, if this level can be estimated, without causing
peripheral side effects, has not been possible until recently.
Challenge 1: Prefrontal Cortical D1R Is Not a
Static Target
The PFC receives dopaminergic innervation from nuclei
within the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and parts of
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activity13 have been described. In vivo imaging studies
using an amphetamine challenge to examine displacement of a cortically detectable D2 receptor (D2R)
radiotracer showed a deficit in cortical and extrastriatal
DA release.14 Furthermore, improving the DA deficit with
amphetamine or apomorphine administration is associated with improved performance on frontal tasks.15,16 This
dopaminergic deficit may exacerbate the PFC inhibitory
tuning deficits described in SCZ.17 The main mediators
of DA function in the PFC are D1 and D5 receptors
(D1Rs/D5Rs). D1Rs are present on spines of distal dendrites of glutamatergic cells, whereas D5Rs are located
on the proximal dendrites. Furthermore, D1R and D5R
modulate distinct populations of GABAergic interneurons18 and play a role in fine-tuning the inhibition of
glutamatergic cells and the overall excitability of PFC.
A deficiency in DA could result in suboptimal D1R stimulation of GABAergic interneurons and further deficits
in inhibitory tuning. Here we describe the rationale for
using a newly developed compound, the PF-06412562,
a D1R/D5R partial agonist, to address the cortical DA
deficit and suboptimal D1R stimulation as well as the associated deficits in inhibitory tuning of PFC connectivity
in early phase patients with SCZ.

Dopamine D1R Receptor Stimulation

in DA-depleted rats54 and across COMT genotypes in
healthy humans.55 In a second SCZ cohort, we observed
higher D1R levels only in antipsychotic naïve patients,
but not in antipsychotic free previously medicated patients.50 Furthermore, the duration of antipsychotic free
interval positively correlated with higher binding in previously treated patients. Studies in NHP indicated a clear
downregulation of D1R in the cortex after a few months
of exposure to D2R antagonists.56 In order to reconcile the discrepancies across radiotracers, we studied a
small set of subjects with both [11C]NNC112 and [11C]
SCH2339057,58 and showed that the direction of difference between patients and controls was independent of
the tracer used, suggesting that the discrepancies in the
literature could be related to cohort effects. While both
tracers bind to cortical 5HT2A receptors in vivo,59,60 this
lack of selectivity for D1R did not explain the discrepancies in results in SCZ across tracers. Taken together these
findings suggest that D1R levels are upregulated in SCZ,
and that the upregulation is related to the illness itself
and may be normalized by chronic antipsychotic administration. Thus, antipsychotic exposure and chronicity
could explain the discrepancies across studies.
In summary, extensive imaging data suggest that D1Rs
in the cortex in SCZ are understimulated due to a deficit
in DA storage capacity and release, and that they may
upregulate in expression in response to lack of stimulation,
and can be normalized, at least in expression levels, by antipsychotic exposure. These PET findings have implications for the design of therapeutic interventions targeting
the D1R receptor in SCZ, as they suggest changes in
expression during the course of treatment. Thus, D1R
interventions may need to involve different strategies in
first-episode patients compared to chronic patients, and
adopting the same approach in both sets of patients in initial proof of concept studies may be counterproductive.
The data suggest that in early phase of the illness D1R
may be more sensitive to stimulation due to higher expression. This effect may decrease with treatment over time. In
addition, D1R expression decreases with age.61 For these
reasons, targeting the early phase of the disease may provide a more favorable therapeutic window for cognitiveenhancing effects than later stages of the disease.
Challenge 2: Partial Agonism or Allosteric Modulation?
Of the 5 DA receptor subtypes, D1R and D5R are both
positively coupled to cAMP and have high homology,
whereas D2R, D3R, and D4R decrease intracellular
cAMP and differ structurally from D1R and D5R.
Relative to D1R, D5R is expressed at much lower levels
in the human and rodent brains.62 To date, no ligands
with significant selectivity for D1R vs D5R have emerged,
and thus imaging studies and pharmacological studies
measure contributions of both receptors. The distinct
biological roles of D5R continue to be difficult to study
201
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the dorsal substantia nigra (SN) pars compacta (SNc).30
“Dorsal tier” DA neurons, a band along the SNc and
contiguous regions of the VTA and retrorubral field
(RRF), project to cerebral cortex, as well as ventromedial striatum, pallidum, amygdala, extended amygdala,
and thalamus. The ventral tier DA cells, including the
densocellular region of the SNc and DA cell columns
within the pars reticulata (SNr), project to the dorsal striatum.31–33 These DA neurons have different intrinsic properties and afferents regulating spike activity, synthesis,
release or reuptake of DA, and postsynaptic effects.31–34
DA neurons that project to the PFC receive direct excitatory inputs from the PFC neurons they selectively synapse
onto, suggesting that cortical pathology could directly affect the function of the DA mesocortical pathway.35
In light of the postmortem report of decreased prefrontal DA innervation, and abnormal HVA levels, as well
as the importance of DA tone to WM performance, we
used in vivo imaging with positron emission tomography
(PET) to examine the levels of prefrontal DA storage
and release, levels of D1R, and other DAergic parameters. For prefrontal DA studies, we used [11C]FLB457,
a high-affinity radiotracer for the D2R, combined with
amphetamine challenge, to measure in vivo DA release in
the cortex and other extrastriatal regions in patients with
SCZ compared to healthy controls (HC). These measures are made by comparing the level of binding of the
radiotracer to D2R before and after a pharmacological
challenge that results in increased perisynaptic levels of
DA. The difference in radiotracer binding relates to the
magnitude of amphetamine-induced DA release.36 We
showed significant blunting of DA release throughout
the cortex in SCZ. DA release in the DLPFC was significantly positively associated with WM-related BOLD activation, suggesting a relationship between blunted release
and deficits of frontal cortical function.14 Another report
using the same tracer combined with a stress test to elicit
DA release also showed blunted release in cortex in patients compared to controls.37 [18F]DOPA was also used
to assess synthesis and storage capacity in extrastriatal
regions38–41 but these reports of [18F]DOPA in the cortex
are not interpretable due to low signal.42
D2R availability in SCZ was shown to be normal in
prefrontal,14,43–45 occipital,14,44 parietal,14,44 entorhinal,46
anterior cingulate14,43,47 (except for44), and insular14,46
cortices. A meta-analysis (excluding14) found no differences in the temporal cortex.48 One study reported lower
binding in uncus47 while another did not.14
Studies of prefrontal cortical D1R availability in SCZ
yielded inconsistent results of increases,49–51 decreases,52
or no change,53 as summarized previously.48 Using [11C]
NNC112, a tracer with higher cortical signal-to-noise
ratio, we reported an increase in DLPFC D1R associated with severity of WM impairment.49 We postulated
that the increase is related to compensatory upregulation
in response to chronic deficits in DA tone as observed
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antagonism might be useful in SCZ.80,81 The D1R antagonist ecopipam was tested in SCZ,63 obesity,82 and drug
abuse.83–85 Adverse or undesired effects including cognitive deficits and amotivational states were prevalent in
these studies. These results spurred even greater interest
in potentiating D1R signaling as a therapeutic strategy.
Challenge 3: Pharmacodynamic Profile of FirstGeneration D1R Agonists
Dihydrexidine was one of the first compounds to display good D1R agonist potency and efficacy, as well as
some selectivity over D2R, marking an important and
early discovery, along with a related variant discovered
by chemists at SK&F86–88). Dihydrexidine and other selective D1R agonist compounds from this era were active in preclinical disease models. By the late 1980s, 4
selective D1R agonists were advanced into small phase
1 clinical studies,89–93 yielding a mix of tantalizing clinical
observations and frustrating technical limitations. DA is
known for poor oral bioavailability and rapid metabolism in the blood, and each of these compounds was derived from DA and retained its common catecholamine
structural motif. Despite structural variations across the
compounds and even efforts to develop prodrugs, nasal
formulations, and chiral variants, they all ultimately suffered from clinical limitations rooted in their common
DA core.94,95 To bypass low oral bioavailability, studies
employed i.v. or subcutaneous formulations, but their
rapid clearance greatly limited the time window for therapeutically effective exposure. Full agonist activation of
D1Rs in the renal vasculature drives vasodilatory action,
leading to hypotension.96,97 Thus, achieving sufficient activation of D1R in the brain without causing large peripherally mediated changes in blood pressure presented
immense technical challenges.
Nevertheless, dihydrexidine (DAR-0100) or its active
enantiomer (DAR-0100A) were used in several studies
in SCZ spectrum disorders. George et al gave a single
subcutaneous dose of DAR-0100 to 20 individuals with
stable SCZ, immediately measured BOLD fMRI during
WM performance, and observed significant enhancement
to prefrontal (and non-prefrontal) perfusion compared
to placebo.98 Administration of DAR-0100A subcutaneously to 16 unmedicated individuals with diagnosed
schizotypal personality disorder resulted in fairly large
and statistically significant improvement on the Paced
Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT) task and also
on the N-back, though some caveats in the small dataset
were noted for the latter task.99,100 A trial of DAR-0100A
in patients with SCZ101 used doses of 0.5 mg, 15 mg, or
placebo in antipsychotic-treated SCZ over 5 consecutive
days followed by 9 days without treatment, and an additional 5 days of treatment. Study drug was administered
as a 30 min. i.v. infusion, due to its poor oral bioavailability and rapid peripheral clearance. Subjects were tested
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in vivo, and insights are either at the expression level or
are derived from studying the phenotype of knockout
or knockdown animals.63,64 The results of these genetic
modifications suggest potential differential roles,65,66 but
owing to the well-established limitations of such studies,
including developmental compensations, their relevance
for guiding therapeutics remains an open question.
Beyond the classical concepts of receptor agonism and
antagonism, there is now appreciation for more nuanced
forms of G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) activation.
A D1R partial agonist elicits less than complete activation of D1R receptor signaling cascades, even at full
occupancy.67,68 Endogenous tone of DA is estimated to
result in modest to low tonic activation of D1R signaling
in healthy individuals.69,70 This is particularly true in the
cortex where high receptor reserve and low D1R occupancy are expected, consistent with the low doses of D1R
agonists that have pro-cognitive effects. Given the specifics of D1R microcircuitry and the desire to avoid overactivation and the descending arm of the Yerkes-Dodson
inverted U (see Cho et al, this volume), a partial agonist
approach may be particularly appropriate. An additional
nuance relates to biased agonism or functional selectivity,
through which agonists acting at the same receptor can
differentially activate downstream effectors, resulting in
divergent functional effects.67,68,71 While functional selectivity can lead to differential activation of G protein
isoforms, it can also manifest as differential G protein
activation relative to arrestin recruitment and arrestindependent signaling.72,73 Certain consequences of D1R
activation such as rapid D1R tolerance74–76 have been
linked to specific signaling cascades; therefore, it is reasonable to consider that functionally selective D1R ligands could represent a strategy to increase the therapeutic
margin between desired effects on cognitive or motor
function and problems such as tolerance or other adverse
effects. Further progress in this area will, however, require
a better understanding of the signaling pathways linked
to therapeutic actions as opposed to side effects.
An alternative approach is modulation of D1R
signaling via D1R-selective positive allosteric modulators
(PAMs). Augmented signaling via a PAM is dependent on
the release of endogenous DA. While a theoretical advantage of this approach is being able to enhance the effect
of endogenous DA released in a normal temporal pattern
associated with behavior rather than tonic D1R activation, one potential disadvantage is lack of effect due to
deficits in endogenous DA release in extrastriatal regions.
D1R PAM’s from Eli Lilly (LY3154207) and Astellas
(ASP4345) have both entered the clinical study.77,78 Both
compounds demonstrate pharmacodynamic activity on
laboratory endpoints in phase 1 studies79 and are now the
focus of phase 2 studies examining impact on cognition
in Parkinson’s dementia and SCZ.
Historically, one view, now discredited, that emerged
from early preclinical work postulated that D1R
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New Generation D1R Partial Agonists
Recently, important breakthroughs yielded new direct
D1R agonists and D1R PAMs, offering new opportunities for D1R agonist therapeutic research. A targeted
discovery program at Pfizer identified a novel chemical
scaffold with functional and selective D1R agonist pharmacology without catecholamine or ergot structural motifs.104 Initial screening led to high-quality compounds
designed to have favorable pharmacokinetics and avoid
significant blood pressure effects. The novel compounds
were optimized to be partial agonists of D1R-mediated
G protein activation of the cAMP signaling pathway but
to produce less recruitment of β-arrestin and receptor
desensitization pathways. In a comprehensive series of
studies, the Pfizer team confirmed that PF-6142, a prototypical non-catechol D1R agonist, has a similar acute behavioral efficacy profile to prior D1R agonists, including
a pro-cognitive profile in rodents through reversal of
the disruptive effects of the NMDA receptor antagonist
MK-801 on paired-pulse facilitation.105–107 Consistent
with the lack of psychosis-related side effects in studies
of D1R agonists to date, PF-6142 had no impact on the
efficacy of risperidone in the mouse paired-pulse facilitation or rat conditioned avoidance response models. Like
A77636 and other prior D1R full agonists, PF-6142 reduced hallucinatory behaviors and reversed the ketamine
disruption of the spatial delayed response (SDR) task performance at extremely low doses.106 In line with numerous
preclinical and prior clinical studies demonstrating D1R
agonist-driven reduction in PD motor symptoms, a compound from this series demonstrated extremely robust
efficacy in a MPTP model of PD.107 Efficacy was maintained for many hours after dosing and over 3 days of
consecutive dosing. This is in contrast to short duration
of effect and tachyphylaxis observed with catechol-based
D1R agonists76 and suggests that the combination of
improved pharmacokinetics, reduced receptor desensitization, and partial agonism effectively overcomes a potential loss of efficacy with extended dosing.
Wang et al showed that iontophoretic application of the
moderately potent non-catechol D1R agonist, PF-3628,
produced an inverted U dose-response curve on the firing of
DLPFC delay cells in aged monkeys, increasing persistent

firing at low to moderate doses, with reduced efficacy at
higher doses. The excitatory effects of PF-3628 were reversed by the D1R antagonist, SCH23390, consistent with
drug actions at the D1R family of receptors (D1R/D5R).108
Overall, the relevant preclinical profile of these new selective D1R ligands is fully consistent with that of prior
compounds that have established the therapeutic potential of this target for treating cognitive deficits in SCZ.
Clinical Studies With the Novel D1R Partial Agonists
In 2018, Papapetropoulos et al reported results from a
clinical study with the D1R selective partial agonist
PF-0641256 in individuals with PD showing a good
pharmacokinetic profile and statistically significant improvement on motor scores.109 Following this study, 1 of
2 dose levels of PF-06412562 or placebo was given for
5–7 days to 77 healthy individuals identified based on low
performance on a WM task. During the dosing period,
the participants completed a range of cognitive assessments with and without fMRI imaging. The drug was
safe and well-tolerated, but no drug-related improvements in task performance were identified. Overall, results from the cognitive and motivation-related endpoints
were variable.110 Arce et al reported a conceptually related
study conducted in 95 individuals with SCZ who were on
stable antipsychotic therapy. In this study, 1 of 3 doses
of PF-06412562 or placebo was given orally over 15 days
and participants completed assessments of cognition and
motivation as well as functional imaging. The drug was
safe and well-tolerated but did not show any benefits over
placebo on any assessment, nor any statistically significant changes on the prespecified fMRI analysis.111 The
authors noted a number of caveats with the experimental
methodology used in the study, as well as potential poststudy impact of treatment on the MATRICS that warrants follow-up. Another study in healthy volunteers with
low capacity for WM showed minimal improvements in
WM across all groups including placebo.110
In order to study the role of varying levels of D1R activation on goal- and risk-based decision making, Soutschek
et al used several doses of PF-06412562 and placebo in a
double-blind study of 120 healthy young volunteers.112,113
The data suggest that D1R activation increased the willingness to exert physical effort for reward and a reduced
preference for risky outcomes. Importantly, this study
also identified baseline-dependent impact of D1R activation on Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer and on reversal learning. Specifically, higher doses of PF-06412562
improved reversal learning only in individuals with low
baseline WM functioning. See table 1 for a summary of
D1R agonist trials in SCZ spectrum disorders.
Taken together, the data showing low- and post-dose
effects and the existence of inverted U phenomenon
in vivo clearly indicate the importance of the underlying dopaminergic state for determining dose-response,
203
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for cognitive effects 5, 15, and 90 days from the start of
treatment. Assessments included WM tasks performed
during fMRI scanning, the NIMH MATRICS102 and the
Cogstate Schizophrenia Battery.103 The fMRI results and
many of the cognitive measures failed to show an effect
of treatment, although there were modest improvements
in attention and some aspects of WM on the MATRICS
and Cogstate. A primary limitation of generalizing these
findings was the restriction to doses attaining very low
receptor occupancy due to the pharmacokinetic properties and side effect profile of DAR-0100A.
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Table 1. D1R Agonist Trials in Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorders
Year

D1R Agonist

Design

Sample Size

Primary Outcome Measure

Arce et al111

2019

PF-06412562

Placebo, 3 mg, 9 mg,
and 45 mg twice daily,
15 days add on

N = 95, SCZ

MATRICS

Girgis et al101

2016

DAR-0100A

N = 49, SCZ

Rosell et al99

2015

DAR-0100A

Placebo, 0.5 mg,
15 mg subacute
Placebo, 15 mg, 3 days

George et al98

2007

DAR-0100

N = 20 SCZ

Davidson
et al114

1990

SKF 38393

Placebo, 20 mg single
dose
Placebo, 250 mg twice
a day 1 month, add on
to haldol

MATRICS,
N-back
Working
memory tasks
Prefrontal perfusion
BPRS, WCST,
AIMS

N = 16, SPD

N = 10 SCZ

Results
Improvement in
all groups
including
placebo
No group
differences
Improvement
Increased
perfusion
Mixed results

Note: AIMS, Autonomic Involuntary Movement Scale; BPRS, Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale; SCZ, schizophrenia; SPD, schizotypal personality disorder, MATRICS cognitive battery; WCST, Wisconsin Card Sort Task.

and suggest that maximizing pro-cognitive or promotivational effects of D1R stimulation requires individual- or disease-state-specific dosing. We are currently
testing 4 doses of this drug, now known as CVL-562, and
a placebo, in an acute challenge paradigm, to examine
the effects on the DLPFC and its computationally modeled microcircuitry during performance of a spatial WM
task, in patients with SCZ who are in the first 5 years of
the illness. Patients can be either drug-free or on stable
doses of antipsychotics without substantial D1R affinity
during the study.
Measuring In Vivo Occupancy of a D1R Agonist Drug
For successful development and testing of novel drugs,
PET imaging is necessary to probe receptor occupancy
to demonstrate target engagement and, ideally, a doseoccupancy relationship, in vivo. However, in vivo imaging of D1R occupancy by an agonist presents many
challenges. The PET radiotracers that have been used to
date to measure D1R in vivo, [11C]SCH23390 and [11C]
NNC112, are antagonists at D1R. An agonist tracer,
[18F]MNI-968 has recently been developed,115 but has
not been widely disseminated or broadly characterized.
While it is relatively straightforward to measure competition between unlabeled antagonists and antagonist
radiotracers,116 measurement of receptor occupancy by
unlabeled agonists with antagonist tracers presents several challenges. Theoretical considerations and experimental evidence suggest that receptors will be configured
in high- and low-affinity states for agonists, according to
whether they are coupled to G proteins or not,117 whereas
the antagonist tracer will be unaffected by the agonist affinity state and have similar affinity for all receptors. The
result will be that the agonist will only compete effectively
at a subset of the receptors to which the tracer binds,
leading to apparent occupancy that is lower than would
204

be seen if the tracer and competitor were competing for
the same pool of receptors, ie, if the tracer were an agonist.118 While there is some controversy as to whether
the multiple affinity states observed in ligand binding experiments to guanosine-5’-triphosphate (GTP)-depleted
brain membranes would translate to detectable effects in
the in vivo setting with endogenous GTP,119,120 it has been
observed, eg, that endogenous DA, released via pharmacological stimulation, causes more displacement of D2R/
D3R agonist radiotracers than of antagonist tracers.121,122
An additional concern is that agonists may induce receptor trafficking, and radiotracer affinity for internalized
receptors may be different than for surface-bound receptors,123 although this will be tracer dependent. Finally,
even at low concentrations, agonists may produce undesirable pharmacological effects, limiting the dose range.124
We performed PET imaging in anesthetized NHP
to test D1R occupancy by DAR-0100A,97,125 which has
functional efficacy comparable to that of DA,126 using
the radiotracer [11C]NNC112, to inform testing of DAR0100A in humans. Quantification of the tracer in the
cortex is confounded by binding to 5-HT2A receptors,59,60
but the signal in the striatum, where occupancy was assessed, is exclusively due to D1R binding, as striatal
5-HT2AR levels are very low. DAR-0100A was administered as an i.v. infusion, in doses ranging from 1.5 mg/kg
to 9 mg/kg. The maximum dose was limited, as systemically administered DAR-0100A lowered blood pressure;
reductions by as much as 40% were observed at the higher
doses. Measured D1R receptor occupancy was 35% at
the highest doses. This dose-limiting side effect, also observed in preliminary human data, constrained the maximal dose in the human trial to 15 mg.101 Extrapolation
of the concentration-occupancy curve from the NHP
study to humans suggested that this dose would lead to
D1R occupancy <1%, thus severely limiting the range of
receptor occupancy over which the cognitive effects of
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DAR-0100A could be tested. This illustrates the importance of linking dose testing to D1R occupancy studies
in order to interpret behavioral effects and design future
studies.
Dosing Strategies for D1R Agonist Trials
The optimal administration paradigm for a D1R agonist remains to be determined. Various administration protocols
have been tried across the trials described earlier. Chronic intermittent administration of the D1R agonist ABT-431a at
very low doses in a NHP model of cognitive deficits induced
by chronic administration of haloperidol has been tested.127
In this study, Castner et al demonstrated that long-term reduction of the deficits could be achieved by sensitizing D1R
with very low and repeated doses. In the clinical trial of
PF-06412562, administered daily for 15 days to patients with
SCZ, one intriguing observation was the improvement over
placebo noted for the highest dose 10 days after withdrawal
of the drug. This improvement was not present earlier after
acute dosing of the drug.111 Another shorter regimen of repeated administration of DAR-0100A, described earlier,
was not successful in humans,101 Because these chronic administration regimens involved different drugs and different
duration and repetition, it is difficult to determine the best
paradigm at this point. For these reasons we opted in our
current trial with PF-06412562 for acute dosing, to be followed up with chronic administration in a future trial if our
primary outcome measure of DLPFC and its computationally modeled microcircuitry during spatial WM and fMRI
shows a dose effect.
Conclusions
We have reprised the rationale and summarized the historical challenges in developing D1R targeted therapeutics
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Fig. 1. Conceptual representation of the role of cortical D1R
stimulation on cognitive performance and the hypothesized effect
of a D1R partial agonist in SCZ. The partial agonist will increase
cortical D1R stimulation in DA-deficient states (left arm of
inverted U) but decrease excess stimulation (right arm of inverted
U) by occupying D1R and reducing access by endogenous DA.
Note: DA, dopamine; SCZ, schizophrenia.

and applying them to SCZ. These relate to the dynamic
complexity of the target itself, the difficulty in knowing
baseline DA function in patients, the difficulty in developing appropriate pharmaceuticals, and the complexity
in selecting a target outcome measure to probe the results.
This latter is described in more detail by Van Snellenberg
et al (this issue). However, with the benefit of a clinically
viable D1R selective compound, we have now devised
an approach that we believe will allow us an informative
testing of this mechanism. Our study with the D1R partial agonist, CVL-562, testing 4 doses and a placebo, in
an acute challenge paradigm, in patients with SCZ who
are in the first 5 years of the illness will provide a doseresponse relationship at low to moderate receptor occupancy that can be used as proof of concept for further
development and testing in subacute or chronic administration paradigms (figure 1).
Currently, in addition to our test of the Pfizer/Cerevel
D1R/D5R partial agonist in acute phase SCZ, Eli Lilly
and Astellas are testing D1R PAMs in SCZ. It remains
unclear which D1R augmentation approach might be
more favorable for cognitive enhancement in SCZ: the
typically more potent circuitry activation and independence from endogenous tone requirement of a direct agonist, or the more dynamic state-dependent enhancement
of endogenous DA activation by a PAM. Nevertheless,
these novel therapeutic developments offer hope for new
therapeutics in SCZ, to address the long-standing cognitive challenges that prevent patients from resuming
normal lives. In particular, our design, presented over
the next few papers, builds on a vast knowledge of the
complex biological and circuitry effects of the target, the
underlying biology and circuitry in the disease, and a sophisticated use of cognitive testing and neuroinformatics,
to optimize the detection of a signal from a wide range of
D1R occupancy and stimulation.
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